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'The Lord said to Adam: Eat of every tree; you may not eat, however, of
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil (Gen 2:16-17).

'He was able to eat of every tree of paradise, because he did not sin as long
as he did not go against obedience. 'For that person eats of the tree of the
knowledge of good who makes his will his own and, in this way, exalts

himself over the good things the Lord says and does in him. *And 
so,

through the suggestion of the devil and the transgression of the command,
it became the apple of the knowledge of evil. Therefore it is fitting that he

suffer the punishment. (FA:ED 1,129).

Admonition II presents in brief and concise form the subiect of
obedience, important for spirituality in every age. Appealing to Gen 2:L6-
174 along with Admonition III it sets up a kind of typological antithesis
between Adam, who was disobedient, and Christ, the model of obedience.
The rwo admonitions are not meant, however, to present a complete treatise

on obedience, but to offer a wisdom reflection capable of leading the
members of the community to a deeper understanding of obedience. They
are intended rnore for life than for knowledge. The second Admonition
explores r.he concept of obedience as a love relationship with God, while the
third stresses imitation of Christ, the obedient one. We do not know
whether this connection was intended by Francis. For him, the important
thing was to describe for his brothers two essential phases in the existential
understanding of obedience.
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2 A. Buscerui

1. Literary Genre
Unlike the first Admonition, the second definitely takes on the

character of a wisdom saying' that both exhorts and instructs. Both,
however, flow from the pure spring of the Word of God. This literary genre

was certainly very corlmon in Christian tradition, especially in the monastic
tradition of the Desert Fathers. It was characterized by its brevity and

immediacy in dealing with a particular spiritual topic. However, the features

that distinguish Francis's wisdom saylngs are these: 1) they start with one of
the Lord's sayings, either a word ofJesus in the Gospel or a word of God in
the Bible; 2) this sayrng is interpreted in a personal and immediate way; 3) it
is applied to himself and the members of his fraternity. The first element is
typical of Francis, not because he is the only one to use it in his admonitions,
but because in his admonitions he always begins directly, either from an

explicit text (fI, 1; III, 1; fV, 1; VI, 1; V[, 1; VI[, L-Z;IX,l; )ilII, 1; XlV, 1;

XV, 1; XVI, 1), from one that is implicit g, 1; )il; XVII; )Otr; )OilI), or
from a "biblical sentiment"2 6, )trI, XVI[; )ilX, )O(, )OilI, )OilII, )OC[V,
XXV, )O(VI, )OVID. The second is the most typical in that it interprets the
biblical texts in a personal and actualizing way. In this Francis seems to have

assimilated the midrashic technique seen in many New Testament texts,

especially the Pauline andJohannine.'The third element, although common

'This classification seems to me the most appropriate. It really seems

incorrect to classify Francis's admonitions as apEhthegms, since in New tstament
and Patristic-Monastic literature the sa)rngs ofJesus or the Fathers were linked to a

short narrative. Also to be excluded is the-rhetorical genre of chreia- Although brief
and sententious, it too was linked to some event in the life of the person who had

uttered the saying. For these clarifications see F. Cavallera, "Apophtegmes," -in
Dictionnaire de'Spiritualit|,I, 765-70; V.IC Robbins, "Apophthegm," in Tbe Anchor
Bible Dictionory,l,307-09; M. Conti, Studi e ricerche sul Francescanesim.o delle origini,
(Bologna: Edizioni Dehoniane, 1994), pp. 204-09.

'Conti, Studi, p. 208, speaLs of "biblical echoes," lsilg an- elprellion that is

very common in base communities that appeal to the Word of God. But I believe we

-ort rp""k of a "biblical sentiment." Fbr Francis, it is not just a-question of
something that echoes for one'moment, or at this moment, but of a harmony
berween 5ne's life and the words ofJesus. Indeed, he spontaneously joins together in
one saying different saylngs fromJesus or from the Bible in general. He feels, thints
and expresses himself in the manner ofJesus.

'See R. Le Deaut, "A propos d'une d6finition du midrash," in Biblia 50

(1969) 395-413; Merrill P. Mifler, "Targum, Midrash and the Use of the Old
T"rtr*"nt in the New Testament," in Journal of Sem.itic Studies 2 (1971) 29-82; A.
Del Agua P6rez, El m,6todo m,idrdsico y la exdgesis del Nueao Testamento, (Val919ia

1985);-F. Manns, Le Mid.rasb. Approchi et carni.entaire de l'Ecriture (]erusalem 1990);

P. Lenhardt, "L'ex6gEse (midiish) de la Tradition d'Isra6l: sa grandeur et ses
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in the Christian spiritual tradition, certainly is distinctive since Francis
applies it to the members of his fraternity and not just to his readers. In
other words, the biblical saying speaks directly to him and those who have
followed him in the way of perfection.

The literary form of Admonition II, compared to others of the same
qrye, is also quite distinctive. First it presents the actual text of Gen 2:16-
17a; then it gives a brief and direct interpreration. The admonition itself
flows from the two (text and inrerpretation). This is important because it
better allows us to enter into the structural dynamiis of the second
Admonition.

2.Literary Strucnrre

1) The biblical starting point: Gen 2 :t6-l7a
a) v. la: introduction
b) v. lb: biblical text of Gen 2:16-l7a
.) v. 2: direct interpretation of the text

i) immediate repetition of the theme of "being able to eat
everything"

ii) interpretivemorive
2) Didactic-sapiential application

a) v. 3: application to the members of the community
b) v.4a: first consequence

c) v.4b: second consequence

The division of the.piece into rwo parrs (the text of Gen 2zl6-l7a
and its interpretation, and a didactic-sapienti-al application) seems to rest on
a sound philogical base. There is no transitional element between the
citation of the text and its interpretation. Rather, the interpretation is joined
asyndetically to what precedes, establishing a slight pause between the nro
parts. At the same time, the concise repetition of text's main theme shows a

clear intent to keep text and interpretation united. The application, on the
other hand, is linked through use of the inferential conjunction eninr. ("for")
and is continued through a clear allegoization of the text.

The first part of Admonition II,can be divided into three parts.

The introduction of the verse may at first sight seem rather
stereotyped, but it does contain the essential elements for introducing a

saylng. There is the communicator, namely the Lord who speaks, and there
is the interlocutor, namely Adam to whom the saying and the verb of

3
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4 A. Buscerni

interpersonal communication (n'to say") is directed. Seen thus and based on
an exegesis of the individual terrns, I do not think this is a stereorypical
statement on the lips of Francis, but rather a profession of faith that believes
in the word and accepts it for one's life.

The citation of Gen 2:16-17a essentially follows the text of the
Vulgate, the common text at the time of Francis:

Even though Francis refers to a specific text, it is clear that he is not
citing it verbatim but somewhat loosely. Thus praecepitque ei dicens becomes
dixit. He makes the subject ("God") and the indirect object ("Adam")
explicit, both drawn mentally from the context of Gen 2:16-17a,. Ex omni
ligno becomes de ornni ligno, making the reading of 2:16 agree with that of
2:t7 and following a grammatical tendenry of his time to express the
partitive.* He omits the genitive paradisi since the image is of more use to
him than the exact text. The strong command ne cwnedas becomes non
comedas, a form that can be found in prohibitions.'All this highlights the fact
that Francis is not interested in the verse itself, but in what it can teach him
and the members of his fraternity. Finally, he completely omits the warning
of 2:17b.

The interpretation is presented in two parts. The first is a short
reprise of the essential content of Gen 2z16-17 z Adam's permission to eat
any fruit in the Garden of Eden (Gen 2215). The second is an interpretive
motive, which reads between the lines of the biblical text. While the latter
speaks of a command from God, it does not mention Adam's obedience,
even though this is a logical consequence based on what would be the effects
of eating the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

*Aegidius Forcellini, Totius Latinitatis Lexicon,Il, s.v. "de", col I, p. 8.
tlbid. III, s.v. "nnn", col III, p. 17 6: "Raro pro ne in vetando utimur."

Gen 2:t6-17 Admonition fI, 1-2

Praecepitque ei d,icens ex omni ligno
parad.isi csmede. De ligno aatem

scientiae boni et rnali ne comedas. In
qalc'u.ntque enim d,ie comederis ex eo

m.orte morieris.

Dixit Dominus ad Adam: De omni
ligno comedi, de ligro autem
scientiae boni et mali non comedas.
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The second part of Admonition II can also be divided into three
parts.

The application to the members of the community is introduced by
the conjunction eninr,, which is not so much explanatory ("indeed") as

inferential ("certainly" "surely," "truIy''). Moreover, the application is made
in a general way, following the allegorical method of interpretation. Adam
becomes the person who "makes his will his own and, in this way, exalts
himself over the good things the Lord says and does in him." This applies,
by extension, to any member of the community who acts as Adarn did by
disobeying.

The first consequence is still linked to the biblical text and its
context. Formally, it is linked to the application in verse 3 by the consecutive
conjuncti on et sei ("and so"). fu to content, it consists of three parts. There is
a main statement: through Adam (and thus through whoever does not obey
God's command) the tree is transformed from a tree of the knowledge of
good and evil into a tree of the knowledge of evil. There are two
circumstantial expressions: this transformation took place through "the
suggestion of the devil" and "the transgression of the command."

The second consequence is linked to the preceding by the adverb of
place andc {"and so"), here figurative. It probably refers to Adam driven
from the earthly paradise.

3. Exegesis of the Second Admonition
Tlte Lord, said to Adarn. This introduction is very interesting from

several viewpoints. First of all, "said" refers to a past event that Francis
regards as being especially influential for the spiritual life; thus he bases his
argument on it. The Word of God is a guide for his life and that of his
brothers. Even more, if we consider that the biblical text to which Francis
refers says that the Lord God "instructed" (praecepit) Adam, the word of
God becomes a lesson for life that must be heeded and obeyed.o The Lord.
Francis uses this tide without distinction for both God and Jesus Christ. But
here, referring to the text of Gen 2:16-17, he means God who is speaking to

''See John Chrysostom, In Genesirn W, 109-10, PG 53, 113-14: "Et
praecepit. See how much honor human beings are accorded right from the
beginning. FIe did not say'I impose on you' or 'I command you.'What then? 'I give
you an instruction.'As a friend speaks to a &iend about necessities, instructing him,
so God acts to\rard Adam, enticing him as it were to obey those things in which he is
instructed."
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6 A. Buscemi

Adam. Adarn. The reference to Adam in the Vulgate text is indirect,'since it
refers to 2:L5. Thus the context is a help in understanding the biblical text
better. After describing the creation of Adam (Gen 2:7), the text says that
God planted a garden in Eden, a place of delights, and pur Adam there (2:8-
14). God put Adam in the garden of Eden to cultivate it and to keep it (Gen
2:t5). The biblical account presents Adam as a crearure of God, whom God
so loved that he put him in a garden of delights. But he is always a creature
subject to God as a worker in God's seryice. He is to cultivate the garden
and keep it. Through these mro tasks human beings share in some way in
God's power over creation, promoting its right natural order and preserviqg
it from anything that might draw them from their God-given task. This
needs to be stressed, since it serves as a kind of interpretive key for our text.
Human beings, by the will of God, have power over creation.

"Eat of eaery tree; yna rnay not eat, houseuer, of tbe tree of the knousledge

of good and eail." Such power over creation is indeed great, so much so that
Adam, even though he is a worker, can freely enjoy the fruit of every tree in
the garden. A single restriction is imposed on him: he must not ear from the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil. It is not important to know the
precise meaning of this biblical expression. In itself the expression denores
not only intellectual knowledge, but also knowledge that is gained through
life experience. The tree itself is the cause of life in obeying God, but of
death in disobeying his command not to eat. Thus the expression
"knowledge of good and evil" means full and total knowledge that permeates
one's whole life. In this sense man and \iloman are not fully masters of life.
Although free to enjoy the fruits of Eden, they were always subject to God
for what concerns life and a deeper knowledge of it. God does not wish to
prohibit them from enjoyrng a good by denying them the fruit of the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil. Ffe wants only to remind them he is always
the master of life and of the knowledge that provides direction for living,
and that he loves, knows and directs all things. To disobey God is to
distance oneself from him, the source of life and knowledge.' The tree of the
knowledge of good and evil becomes a symbol of obedient submission to
God, of sharing in God's life through obedience, and of exclusion from that
life through disobedience.

'In the Masoretic text the reference is direct, since "to Adam" is repeated.
*For questions concerning Gen 2:15-17, see the commentaries, especially

E. Testa, Genesi. Introduzione - Storia prim.itiua (La Sacra Bibbia), I, pp. 68-70; 288-
90; 302-03; P. Hamilton, Tbe Book of Genesis. Chapters 1-17, MCOT (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmanns, 1990), pp. 150-74; G. von Rad, Genesi. La storia delh origini (Brescia
1993),pp.91-93.
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Adarn was able to eot of eaery tree of paradise, because be did not sin as

long as be did nlt go against obedience. V"ry interesting exegesis! Francis
understood that the stress should not be on God's prohibition, but rather on
God's extreme generosity in giving man and women unlimited power over
creation. But such generosity does not exclude obedience on their part.
Their power over creation is a sharing in the power of God, and they enjoy
this power to the extent that they remain united to God. Sin is a refusal to
submit to God, a breaking of the bond of obedience they owe their creator.
Even though the term l'sin" pertains to the arca of morality, we must
nevertheless recognize that Francis realized that sin is first of all the
breaking of a relationship between God and ourselves. This relationship has

been damaged by the disobedience of man and woman to the plan
established by God and symbolized by the figure of the Garden of Eden.
They did not establish this plan; it was inaugurated by God. They received
from him the command to care for it and bring it to fruition. Their task is
that of faithful and obedient service. Their non sentiarn, their decision to act
according to their own knowledge, is an act of rebellion and a breaking off
from the source of life, with death being the result. Thus Francis's exegesis

highlights two essential points of the biblical account: God's extreme
generosity and the disobedient attitude of man and woman who distance
themselves from God's plan.

For that person ea* of the tree of the knowledge of good wbo makes bis will
his own and, in this way, exalts himself oaer tbe good things the Lord says and does

in hinr.. This is an application entirely consistent with the exegesis presented.
Man and woman, by eating from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,
rejected dependence on God and his plan for them. They refused to follow
the Lord's will in order to pursue a plan for knowing good and evil that was
totally autonomous and independent. The woman decided to follow her
way: "She saw that the tree was good for food, pleasing to the eyes, and
desirable for gaining wisdom" (Gen 3:6). So she ate of it. By this act they
tried to be like God, to have their eyes opened and to know good and evil
independently of God (Gen 3:5). Francis's interpretation is in line with the
text of Genesis 3:l-7. Man and woman, by their disobedience, reject the
plan of God their Lord, and set up their own will as criterion for their life.
They appropriate the goods of the garden of Eden and regard them as their
own. Instead of servants, they proclaim themselves masters. Thus their eyes

are opened, but they find themselves naked and ashamed. Not even the fig
leaves can cover their existential need. Instead of being like God, they find
themselves to be devious like the seducer. For Francis, all this has led to rwo
consequences: the tree of the knowledge of good and evil has become for

7
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Adarn the apple of the knowledge of evil, and because of this fruit human
beings suffer punishment.

And so, tbroagh the suggestion of tbe deail and tbe transgrexion of tbe
camrnand, it becarne tbe apple of tlte kntailedge of eail. The first consequence to
which Francis refers is not found in Genesis 2:L5-17, where the act of
disobedience results in death. Moreover, this text does not mention the
tempter or the transgression of the command. Clearly Francis is
reinterpreting the text of Genesis 2:15-17 in the light of Genesis 3:l-7,
which records the words of the serpentwho seduces Eve (Gen 3:1-5) and,

through her, Adam (Gen 3:6); and both fall (Gen 3:6-7). Their fall draws
them into a growing and inexorable experience of evil. Eve accuses Adam,
both accuse the serpent and feel creation's hostility toward them (Gen 3:8-
24). Cain kills Abel and only God can save Cain from the revenge of others
(G.tr 4:1-16). Lamech makes moral disorder a rule for his life (Gen 4:23-24)
and human beings perverted their ways. Finally "the Lord saw that the
wickedness of humankind was great in the earth, and that every inclination
of t'he thoughts of their hearts was only evil continually" (6:5). Through
disobedience, the tree of the l<nowledge of good and evil.had become for
them a tree producing fruits of the knowledge of evil.

Tberefore it is fining tbat he suffer the punishrnent. Francis expresses

the second consequence in the present tense. He does not refer directly to
Adarn but to all those who like Adam become masters of their own will and

proudly boast of their Lord's goods as if they had not received them from
him. In any case, the worst punishment inflicted on Adam was his exclusion
from Eden, where he enjoyed God's presence and friendship. The fall (or as

Francis says, sin) has caused a rending separation from God, making desire
ambiguous. Fluman beings desire God's presence, but they pursue the
desires of their own hearts marked by evil (Rom 7:7 -25). Ever since that day
(note the use of the present tense to denote ongoing activity) humans
experience this ambiguity and the rending it produces in their life. Only by
turning to God and accepting in faith the covenant God offers them (Rom
+) can they turn back, like Abraham, to overcoming evi[, abandoning
themselves totally to God and finding in him the fult meaning of their life.

4. Theology of the Second Admonition
Clearly the second Admonition does not mean to exhaust the entire

subject of religious obedience. In fact Francis will speak again about the
same subject in the third Admonition. At first glance the theological
perspective of the second Admonition would seem to be negative. We have

only to see its title, "The Evil of Self-Will," whereas the third Admonition is

entitled "Perfect Obedience." Certainly the perspectives of the two
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admonitions are different and at the same time complementay, but not in
the sense that the second Admonition treats the negative aspect while the
third Admonition treats the positive. Reading the text of the third
Admonition is enough to convince us that such is not the case. I think that
in both admonitions Francis's theological perspective is positive. In the
second, based on the biblical verse that guides it, the perspective is
theological; in the third, the reference is Christological based on Jesus'
words in the Gospel. Both, then, share a clear salvific and anthropological
perspective.

Francis did not construct his exegesis er nihih but was clearly
influenced by patristic and medieval exegesis. Both were present in sermons
to the people, with more or less emphasis, and in the writings of the great
figures of Francis's time. Francis certainly stands in continuity with them, at
least on the subject of obedience. But at the same time he insists on a return
to intimary with God as an essential attitude for understanding obedience.
This positive attitude underlies his meditation on the word of God. Because
of it he understands obedience not as formal respect for a commandment,
but rather as the re-establishment of a right relationship of dependence on
God and of sharing in the goods the Creator has placed at our disposition.
In other words, man and woman must return to life with God and
collaboration with him in order to achieve their own inner harmony and at
the same time that of the creation entrusted to them. They must be God's
workers.

1) Infl.uence of patristic and medieaal exegesis an Francis

Without claiming to be exhaustive, w€ can recognize some
examples of direct influence of patristic and medieval exegesis on Francis.
RJ. Karris cites the influence of the exegesis of Augustine, Abbot Godfrey
and Saint Martin of Leon,' but I think we must also add that of John
Chrysostom and Gregory the Great.

a) The patristic influence

Although indirect,'n the influence of Chrysostom can be considered
a starting point for patristic exegesis. Chrysostom's homiletic commentary

'R. J. Karris, Tlte Admonitians of St. Frawis: Soarces and Meanizgs (St.
Bonaventure, f\rY: Franciscan Institute Publications, I 999), 5 3'5 6.

I{}n"'liancis did not know Greek, and most exegetes and preachers of his time
had a very imperfect knowledge of Greek patristics. However Ambrose, Jerome,
Augustine and-Gregory the Gieat were direcdy acquainted with the works of the
Greek Fathers and used them in their homilies and writings.

9



10 A. Buscemi

offers a very beautiful exegesis of Genesis 2:L5-L7." He begins by
commenting on the term ivrelAcxto, which is equivalent to the Latin
praecepit, where the command's meaning is secondary to the instruction it is
meant to offer the person to whom it is addressed. His comment continues:

Notice from the outset the great esteem shown to Adam. He did not say 
('f

command you" or "I order you." What then? "I instruct you." Just as one
friend instructs another friend about some pressing needs, so God acts
toward Adam to win him over, as it were, to obedience to his instructions.

Obedience is nothing more than being receptive to God's instructions and
allowing ourselves to be won over by his offer of love. It means considering
God as a friend who desires our good and accepting his plan for us.
Chrysostom continues:

In the same way our loving Lord, after allowing him to enjoy all the fruits
of paradise, commanded him to abstain from just one tree, so that Adam
might know that he was subject to God, to whom he owed obedience, and
get ready to do what God had commanded him.

Everything begins with close friendship with God. Obedience means
complete openness to God's instructions, acceptance of his plan of love for
us, acting with a sentiment of love in order to foster and protect this plan of
love. In a word, Chrysostom invites us to see obedience to God's command
as a re-establishing of friendship with him.

Augustine was certainly one of the Fathers most followed in the
Middle Ag"r. In his Enarratio in Ps. 70, Sermon II, 7," he offers a

commentary that breathes the same sentiment of friendship berween God
and humans. Augustine sets aside his expository tone and relates a delightful
conversation between God and Adam:

Do not touch. What? This tree. But what is this tree? If it is good, why
shouldn't I touch it? If it is bad, what is it doing here in paradise? No doubt
it is in paradise because it is good, but I don't wanr you to touch it. Why
not touch it? Because I want you to be obedient, not a rebel asking
questions .. .. Not because that tree is bad, but because I want a sign of your
obedience.... The tree is good, but obedience is better.

Do not be misled by the direct tonel this is a profound interpretation.
Adam's questions flow from a desire to know, to be acquainted with, to

'John Chrysostom,In Genesim,)([v, 109-10, PG 53,ll3-l+.
"Augustine, Enarratio in Ps. 7A, Sermo I1,7, CCSL)OOilX, 966-67.
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experience everything. This is certainly a good thing. But the desire must
also be in accord with God's plan; only then does it foster communion with
him, a sharing in his life and harmony with all he has creared. In respecting
this communion of friendship, obedience becomes respect for the friend and
all he has created, full realization of the gifts God has placed at his disposal.

Gregory the Great, in his Moralia )OOf% XfV, 19," referring ro
Genesis 2:15-17, first comments in a pedagogical vein:

There was no bad tree in paradise that God had forbidden them to touch.
But that tlre man and woman, who were created good, might better grow
through obedience, it was fitting that they be forbidden even what was
good. Thus they could see more clearly that what they were doing was
virtuous, and by abstaining from what was good, they could with greater
humility show themselves submissive to their creator.... All the trees in
paradise were given to them by the Lord as food. But he forbade them to
eat from one, so that his creatures, whom he did not wish to destroy but
raise up, might be more easily restricted by a single one and enjoy greater
latitude with respect to all the others.

But on the same subject he also says:

Obedience is to be observed, not out of servile fear but with the affect of
charity, not out of fear of punishment but out of love for justice. All who
come to the banquet should offer a golden earring, so that where obedience
is displayed charity might be resplendent, for it surpasses all the virtues just
as gold surpasses the other metals.

This is a priceless interpretation. Obedience is a precious ring we offer to
God, a burning love for him to whom we submit as creatures, and for our
brothers and sisters to whom we display all the riches of our virtues, the gifts
the Creator has given us for the good of all.

b) The influence of the medieval exegetes

Godfrey of Admont's comment on Genesis 2:15-L7 sheds clear light
on the profound meaning of our admonition.

For those persons whom God has so raised up and placed on high in the
spiritual life, there is no time for idleness. On the contrav, they need to
become cooperators wit} divine grace, with the One who is at work in
them. So let them perform works of virtue and beware of losing them

1793-94
"Gregory the Great, Moralia in lob, )OOCV, )(JI'|,29, CCSI CXLIII B,
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through intellectual pride. And he commanded them: From every tree in
paradise eat; but from the uee of the knowledge of good and evil do not
eat. It is as if he said: Every commitment to acts of virtue, every example of
devout practice you think might be performed in the spiritual life, do them
as zealous imiators with a right intention. "From the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil you shall not eat." It is one thing to know evil, another
thing to experience evil. To know evil but not experience it means never to
consent to evil. But to experience evil means to consent to aR evil action.
Those who try to resist evil actions know evil but do not experience it.
Hence God forbade the man and woman to eat from the ree of good and
evil. In other words, he forbade them from misusing their will, so that they
might not experience evil. We experience evil when we have no fear of
carrying out in actions what our mind suggesrs, and when we foolishly
desire to be exalted by the praise of others for those thing;s that have been
given by God.

Saint Martin of Leon offers a similar interpretation: "The tree of
the knowledge of good and evil signifies the choice made by our will, which
is placed at the very center of ourselves."

We must admit that the interpretation of these rwo medieval
authors offers formal similarities to the tefi of the second Admonition but
not to a deeper understanding of it. Godfrey speaks of man and woman as

cooperators with God in the spiritual life, and of zealous imitators who do
not misuse God's gifts or their own wil[. But we are a long way from the
loftiness of the patristic interpretation or that of Francis.

c) Francis's originality

His interpretation really is original, first of all in its form. It is not a

homily or a conlment on the biblical text, but a wisdom admonition that
tries to link understanding of the text with concrete experience of it in one's
life. In other words, Francis is not interested in the precise interpretation of
Genesis 2:16-17a. Rather he wants it to becorne a leaven for the spiritual
growth of his fraternity, a secure starting point for advancing in the
knowledge of God, the Supreme Good, and for entering into communion
with him. Thus he does not dwell on the commentary but moves
immediately to its tropological application to the spiritual life of the
fraternity and each of its members.

What stands out most clearly is that Francis does not cite the text in
the form of a command (he eliminates the Vulgate's prfl.ecepitque e) but in
the form of a wisdom saying (dixit), a loving and fatherly instruction from
God to Adam. And so, probably without knowing it but with great spiritual
insight, he is returning to the thought of Chrysostom. Every word of God is
an instruction for those who want to advance in the spiritual life. To accept
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this instruction and obey it is to re-establish the intimate relationship
berween God and human beings. This relationship cannot be commanded,
but it can be recommended, urgently proposed. In any case, it can be lived as

a dialogue that is always open, as Augustine suggests. Thus for Francis,
unlike for Gregory the Great, it is not a question of choosing betureen good
and evil, but of being receptive to God's plan in any and all siruations.
Obedience means listening to God's voice, taking delight in hearing that
voice which manifests the presence of God our friend, and being willing to
subrnit to God's loving plan for us. Then knowledge will remain knowledge
of good and be transformed into the power of love. That is why Francis does
not stress the prohibition to eat the fruit of good and evil, but instead the
generosity of God who gives man and woman unlimited power over all
creation. The obedience called for becomes the outward sign of trust that
does not go beyond one's power, but that remains firm and constant in the
relationship of love between God and human beings. Breaking this
relationship means no longer being receptive to God; it means breaking the
covenant of love and appropriating power that belongs to God alone. It
means sin.

2) Obedience: receptiaity to God

Obedience takes on various shades of meaning in Francis's w,ritings.
It means obeying God (theological aspect), obeying Christ and his *ord
(Christological aspect), obeying the Church and the lord Pope (ecclesial
aspect), entering the fraternity (socio-communitarian aspect), obeying the
general rninister and the provincial minister (personal-communitarian
aspect). The topic of obedience, in Francis's mind, covers a vast area.
Obviously the second Admonition does not mean to analyze all the issues

concerning obedience, but rather to offer basic motivation by dealing with
the theological aspect of obedience. In other words, it means to highlight
the starting point for the obedience of the Christian, the Franciscan and the
Franciscan community. Our communion of love with God makes us
receptive to God's plan; it makes us accept his will and live in his presence in
our everyday life. The second Admonition is not about observing one or the
other of God's commandments, one or the other precept of the Rule or the
particular command of a superior. It is about assuming an existential attitude
of obedience, which causes us to live in intimacy with God. Our model in
this is not Adam but 'Jesus Christ, who gave his life that he would not lose
the obedience of his most holy Father" (LtOrd 46; FA:ED I, 120).'*

"The numbering of this verse depends on the codex used. Aside from that,
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a) Obedience: recognizing and accepting God's plan

Remaining faithful to the second Admonition and playrng on the
biblical text cited by Francis, I think that in the first place Francis, in his
actualizing theology, is calling on the members of his fraternity to recognize
and accept God's plan for them. The words of his Testarnent come to mind
immediately: "And after the Lord gave me some brothers, no one showed
me what I had to do, but the Most High himself revealed to me that I should
live according to the pattern of the holy Gospel" (Test 14; FA:ED I, 125).
This existential struggle at the beginning of Francis's conversion experience
has been verywell articulated by Celano:

He prayed with all his heart that the eternal and uue God guide his way
and teach him to do his will. He endured great suffering in his soul, and he
was not able to rest until he accomplished in action what he had conceived
in his heart. Different thoughts followed one after another, and their
relendessness severely disturbed him (lC 6; FA:ED I, 187).

From that moment his life was filled with joy, and love conquered his heart.
He had recognized God's plan for him, he had left behind his human plans
of chivalry and its accompanying vanities. Ffe had placed himself at the
service of the one Lord of his life by embracing forever the Gospel, God's
way of salvation. Francis and each of us essentially experiences the same
inner struggle that Adam did: to remain united with God in humble
submission to his plan of love, or to proclaim with a tragic attitude of self-
importance our independence, which separates us from the One who is the
source of life and love. Francis's actualizing theology strongly affirms that
we cannot walk quickly in the way of God unless \ /e have first resolved this
existential dilemma. lJnion with God is the firm foundation of our spiritual
journey and progress in it. The Gospel is essentially this plan of God for us.

To live according to the form of the holy Gospel is to lovingly fulfill the will
of God, in which is our peace and our human and spiritual progress. We are

God's fellow workers and we work with him. God is Lord and Most High,
but he does not stand above us (theology's vertical view). He is in us and

stands with us in realizing our good. This is essentially the image of a God
who wall<s and talks with Adam and Eve (Gen 3:8), of Wisdom who makes

I do not think it is possible to accept the fitalian] translation given by Olgiati in Fanti
Francescani, p. 230 ("p"t non veniimeno all'obbedienza, del Padre santissimo" ["that
he might not fail in- obedience to his most holy Father"]). It offers a concept of
obedience that is more moral than theological. In fact Christ became obedient, not
that he might not fail in obedience, but that he might maintain his intimacy with the
Father.
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her dwelling among men and women and delights in being with them. (Sir
2428,21; Prov 8:31). Obedience means standing with God and with him
carrying out his plan for our salvation. Then everything becomes grace.

b) Obedience: doing God's will
Having said this, it is no surprise that for Francis disobedience, or

doing one's own will, is the sin of appropriation, like that of Adam. We must
not read that statement superficially, because for Francis doing God's will
means entering into a dialogue of love with him. Obedience means attentive
and diligent listening to what God wants of us and putring into practice
what our Father proposes to us through the words ofJesus. That is why we
need to be constantly vigilant and attentive, to the Bridegroom's voice and
not let him pass by when he knocks at the door of our heart. Our method of
listening is unimportant. It may involve laughter, as in the case of Brother
Masseo in the Linle Flowers, who spins around in order to choose what
direction to go on mission to the people; or it may mean opening the
Gospels and finding joy in fulfilling to the letter what we have read; or again
it may mean consulting holy men and women (Sylvester and Clare) in order
to decide the future of our existential commitment to God. The important
thing is to recogruze God's voice and do his will so as to be in communion
with him. It is not easy. Francis knows this and so he constantly begs God to
enlighten him and give him the strength to know his will and put it into
practice:

Almighty, eternal, just and mercifirl God,
give us miserable ones

the grace to do for you alone
what we know you want us to do

and always to desire what pleases you.
Inwardly cleansed,

interiorly enlightened
and inflamed by the fire of the Holy Spirit,

may we be able to follow
in the footprints of your beloved Son,

our LordJesus Christ,
and, by your grace alone,

may we make our way to you,
Most Hgh,

who live and rule
in perfect Trinity and simple Unity,

and are glorified
God almighty,

forever and ever.
Amen.

(LtOrd 50; FA:ED l,120-21)
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Theology is transformed into prayer and prayer into mystical
contemplation:

Youruill be done on eartb as in heaom (Mt 6:10):
Thatwe maylove you

with our whole heart by always thinking of you,
with our whole soul by always desiringyou,

with our whole mind by always directing all our intentions to you,
and by seeking your glory in everything,
with all our whole strength by exerting

atl our energies (Lk 10:27) and affections of body and soul
in the service of your love and of nothing else;

by drawing them all to your love with our whole strength,
by rejoicing in the good of others as in our own,

by suffering *ith others at their misfornrnes,
and by grving offense to no one (2 Cor 6:3).

(PrOF 5; FA:ED I, 158-59)

c) Obedience: living in God's presence

In this view of human existence, obedience means affirming that
God's presence in our life is a light, a guide, a sure compass in realizing our
human and spiritual project. But it is above all a communion of love that
confronts with our weakness which inclines us to evil, and with our
profound desire to know the One who first loved us, called us into existence,
and gave us a share in his creative power. This presence is first of all a light
that shines into the depths of our heart (Ps 64:6), makes us recognize that
without him we become lost in the crooked and slippery paths of desire,
teaches us the purity of heart that enables us to see God and experience his
great love for us (Mt 5:8). Enlightened by God's presence, obedience
becomes a guide that teaches our heart to choose what is pleasing to God
and leads to him.It directs our heart in righteousness and holiness (I-k l:74-
75; Eph 4:24) so tJrat we might please God and be pleasing to him (Ro.t
l2zl-2; Eph 5:9-10). Finally, obedience, like the presence of God in us, is a

sure compass that enables us to see God and the power of his love, and
prevents us from ranking ourselves higher than our abilities warrant Gom
l2:L6). Francis experienced this grace and told Brother Leo about it:

"O Brother, Litde Lamb ofJesus Christ, nro lights were opened for me in
what you saw and heard: one, a knowledge of the Creator, and the other a

knowledge of myself. When I said: Iffho are you, Lord my God, and who
am I,' then I was in the light of contemplation in which I saw the abyss of
infinite divine Goodness and the tearful depths of my own vileness.
Therefore, I kept on saying: 'Who are you, O Lord, you visit me who am
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utterly vile, an abominable and despised litde worm.'The flame was God
who was speaking to me...'(DBF IX, 52; FA:ED III,45q.

Obedience opens our mind and heart to a deeper understanding of the
mystery of God, and it enables us to share in that light of love that guides,
renelys and sanctifies all things until it makes us sharers in the inner life of
God himself.


